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Subject: Economy

People Concerned: Anyone who has use for money

Release Date: March 10th, 2005 @ New Moon & Sunset in London

Contact: Anonymous Proxy# 2260406737

Organisation: The Partners of the X-it.

URL: http://alan-greenspan.blogspot.com/

Contact E-mail: Proxy.2260406737@gmail.com

Activating Message for X-it & Security:
«When the solution is simple, God is answering.» - Albert Einstein.

When TYX reaches 38.00, thanks to Alan Greenspan Conundrum, the conditions will be ripe for a replay of Black Thursday October 24th, 1929.
TYX is the CBOE 30-Year Treasury Yield Index (INDEX).

The purpose of this to document is to enable People to Avoid the Many

Consequences of the Great Depression.
I. Identification of the participants in the X-it.

Are allowed to take part in the X-it every individual who, at the time of the beginning of the X-it, will own one and only one Anonymous Proxy.

The Anonymous Proxy is a 20 New Israeli Shekel (NIS) banknote. It is a valid Anonymous Proxy if it shows the two same serial numbers.
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II. Timing of the X-it.

The beginning of the X-it is defined by the market value in New Israeli Shekel of the 20 NIS banknote, the Anonymous Proxy. The X-it starts the
at sunset after the moment the market value of the Anonymous Proxy reaches 50 NIS.

III Currency.

After the X-it the Community Tent will start to circulate its electronic credit free money, the Bancor.

Your Anonymous Proxy will be used to identify your Bancor account: its serial number, your Anonymous Proxy# will be your account number.

After the X-it, participants will be offered to sell to the Community Tent silver at the rate of 1 Bancor for 1 ounce of silver.

IV. Protection of the value of belongings.

Maximise your wealth! Don't loan money with interest rate. In order to shield your belongings against the consequences of the Great Depression
it is recommended that before the X-it you sell anything that you don't need for your daily consumption;

From beginning of the X-it you should own, apart from what you own for your daily consumption, only silver and cash, mostly silver.

Beware: the Community Tent will not enforce credit contracts with interest rates, formal or implied, made under another system. 

VI. Networking:

1. The banknote with the Serial Number that appear in the position 2 after that of the President is an Anonymous Proxy that will allows its bearer
to be a Member of the Security Board. If you represent an organisation you can optionally write its name in position 3.

2. Transmit copies of that document. You can, in order to build the Network, edit or translate this document in any way you chose. You can
transmit it through any mean you wish to use. However, it is your responsibility to these people that they will be able to execute exactly the
instructions as they were given to you. In any case transmit the full the English version of the «Activating Message for X-it & Security» you
received. You can change, at your convenience, the URL, the Feed and the contact e-mail as well as the Anonymous Proxy# of the Partner of the
X-it that signs this Document.

3. You have no way of knowing if someone has already received this «Activating Message». Never assume it, send it to anyone you care for.

4. It is in the interest of anyone to read that «Activating Message».

5. It is in their interest to start a network identical in potential size and power as the original network.

6. Stopping the X-it would mean neutralizing every single person who has already read that «Activating Message».

VII. Questions & Answers:

In order to ask questions and receive answers about the X-it you must subscribe to one of our Gates e-Pluribus on Yahoo! Groups or on Google
Groups. You must subscribe with the nickname PProxy# and the e-mail Proxy.Proxy#@gmail.com. For example my nickname is  P2260406737
and my e-mail is Proxy.2260406737@gmail.com. People not respecting these conditions can read but can not post on the Gates. If you need a
Gmail account for that purpose, send me an e-mail with your Anonymous Proxy#. Owners of the Anonymous Proxy of an organisation are
advised to create a Proxy.Proxy#@gmail.com account and allow people to ask questions about their organisations.

VIII. Return:

For security reasons, those of you who believe that their duty, interest or security is to move, are asked to do that no sooner than the X-it.

A remarkable exception is People living in France who should all leave as soon as possible.

Guarantee of means:

The Bancor will be such that it will be possible to cut off any organisation that wouldn't be helpful in enforcing its New Economic Order by cutting
off its Member of the Security Board. Other Members of that organisation would then be connected to another randomly selected organisation.

Anonymous Proxy# 2260406737
Partner of the X-it

1 President of the Community Tent: Anonymous Proxy# 9274335768

2 Member of the Security Board:  

3 Organisation:   


